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Master Xuanyuan felt that the Heavenly Gates Sect had just learned their lesson and would not make 

any moves for the time being. Therefore, Yun Chujiu nodded her head in agreement when he spoke, but 

she asked Feng Ming, Geng Yi, and Shi Xuan to follow her. 

 

Feng Ming and the other two naturally could not ask for more. They felt that although it was quite 

dangerous to follow Junior Sister Little Jiu, what cultivators needed the most was experience. If they had 

not followed her the last time, they would not have been able to break through so smoothly. 

 

The high-ranking group, along with Feng Ming and the other two, had a total of ten people leaving the 

Spirit Radiance Sect in a mighty and imposing manner. 

 

Just as they left, Bai Moyu had someone pass the news to Su Yanran. 

 

Su Yanran then reported this matter to Du Guyi. “Master, this opportunity is truly rare. Should we make 

a move?” 

 

Du Guyi was somewhat hesitant. He had made many mistakes with Yun Chujiu, and each time, he had 

suffered great losses. ‘Should we make a move this time?’ 

 

“Master, we can’t wear the sect’s disciple uniforms and pretend to be itinerant cultivators. Even if we 

fail, the Spirit Radiance Sect won’t be able to blame us!” Su Yanran said viciously. ‘Yun Chujiu, there is no 

you with me around, and there is no me with you around. I must kill you.’ 

 

Du Guyi felt that Su Yanran’s words made sense, so he said, “That darn girl is very crafty. The outcome 

might not be guaranteed if you guys go. I’ll get Elder Zhang to bring a few elders to kill them.” 

 

Su Yanran nodded. It was naturally best if she did not have to appear. ‘Yun Chujiu, this time, you’re dead 

for sure.’ 



 

Yun Chujiu did not know that danger was approaching. She borrowed a flying spirit tool from Master 

Xuanyuan and rushed to the forest with Feng Ming and the others. 

 

Half a day later, the group arrived at the nearest Demonic Beast Forest. 

 

The Japanese iris plant was a middle-grade, black category medicinal herb, and the guardian beast was 

the Two-tailed, Scarlet Flame Fox. Although these foxes were Tier Four demonic beasts, they could 

shoot fireballs to attack their enemies. Moreover, they could save their lives at a critical moment by 

breaking off their tail, so they were very difficult to deal with. 

 

Yun Chusi and Yun Chuwu were currently at the ninth level of the Spirit Enhancement realm. Yun Chulu 

and Yun Chuqi were at the eighth level, while Yun Chuba and Qing Si were at the seventh level Spirit 

Enhancement realm. The cultivation speed of all six of them could be considered very fast among the 

disciples in the same batch. However, they were still lacking by a bit when compared to Bai Moyu and 

the other two. 

 

“Little Jiu, how do you think scum and the others can cultivate so quickly? Bai Moyu is now at the 

second level of the Spirit Cultivator realm, and Bai Morou and Yun Chushan are also at the first level of 

the Spirit Cultivator realm!” Yun Chuqi asked in puzzlement. 

 

“Seventh sister, cultivation is like building a house. It’s not necessarily a good thing to cultivate too 

quickly. Their foundation isn’t stable, and something will happen sooner or later.” This fellow then 

added silently in her heart, ‘Doesn’t matter for a genius like me doesn’t though, hehe!’ 

 

“Yes! Junior Sister Chuqi, the most fearful thing about cultivation is to be impetuous. Your cultivation 

speed is already very fast. Don’t be anxious, and take your time,” Shi Xuan said from the side. 

 

Yun Chuqi nodded and said with a smile, “Actually, I’m already very satisfied with my current cultivation 

speed. I’m just a little curious. Thank you, Senior Brother Shi Xuan.” 

 



Shi Xuan scratched his head and smiled. He thought to himself, ‘Junior Sister Jiu’s seventh sister is quite 

good-looking. She also speaks straightforwardly, unlike some female disciples who are pretentious and 

annoying.’. 

 

Everyone soon found a small patch of Japanese iris. Next to this small patch was the cave of the Two-

tailed, Scarlet Flame Fox. Although Yun Chujiu could easily deal with these foxes, in order to let Yun 

Chusi and the others increase their combat experience, she told Feng Ming and the others not to help 

and let Yun Chusi and the others deal with it themselves. 

 


